collection
code
description

TAPE STORAGE

EVTPK200AN - EVTPK200AG
Organizer system with: band 2 meters long for door, double hook, two baskets small
double, one basket large. Color black or ice grey.

certifications
features

TUV system certification UNI EN ISO 9001.
Tape Storage for door is made of a main band in polypropylene 2,2 m long with a
structure made of loops 50 mm long each one, and a secondary band with buckle to
strain the product. In the loops it is possible to insert the following accessories at the
desired height: a double hook, two basket small double that measure 150 x 300 x 46
mm each one and a basket large that measure 360 x 300 x 46 mm. The lenghth is
adjustable up to a maximum of 220 cm in heigth. Doors have to be without frames,
jambs, profile or edges. The thickness of the door has to be 44 mm maximum, both in
upper and lower part.

size
installation

2200 x 300 x 100 mm
Insert the accessories in the main band, install the bands in the correspondind hooks
and block them with the wood cylinder. Install the product on the opening side of the
door, by inserting slowly the hooks, pulling the main band in order to strain it. Attach the
remaining side on the strap.

finishes

EVTPK200AN: grey band; basket black color; mat black hooks.
EVTPK200AG: grey band; basket ice grey color; mat black hooks.

maintenance

Clean the fabrics with neutral soap at a maximum temperature of 30°C. Do not iron, do
not dry clean, do not tumble dry. Clean metallic parts with water and soap. Do not
scratch the paint. Do not use agressive products, abrasive, corrosive, acids, acetone or
diluent, etc. heck periodically the correct fixation and the solidity of the installation. Do
not use the product for purposes other than those intented.

materials

Wall brackets made of steel, polypropylene band, band stop in beechwood, brackets
for accessories in aluminium, basket in PVC and PES, stop for baskets made of strap,
hook made of aluminium and buckle in steel.
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